
Subject: BST Agenda (3 pages) 
 
Note-taker: 
 
Date  Campus 
 
11-21-02 Note taker, Saichi (UA) 
 
Shelly (KPC), Shannon (PWSCC), Tamara, Ron, Colleen, Brigitte (UAF), Charese, Mary, Darlene, Jan (UAA), 
AnnT, Saichi, Mary, JJ, Isabelle, Kathy (UA) 
 
Additional items to agenda: 
 
(Colleen) Creating batch process to update part-of-term. 
(Saichi) By Dec. 5 we should decide when we want to move to the new UAonline homepage.  Annual Team 
Status reports by Dec. 5 as well.  Try to identify obstacles that are preventing progress. 
 
1) Reports 
 
        Course Schedule & Catalog: No report. 
        Registration & Add/Drop: Plan on meeting to discuss Workflow and other issues. 
        Academic History: Transcript express just about done!  ‘Tidying up’ what needs to be done. 
        Admissions: No report (Admissions is a good example of a team that we need to identify why we have not 
been able to put in place the Banner web app.  If the annual report can identify what is needed—perhaps we 
can find the resources to finish up the web app!) 
        EMAS+: Bridge went into production last week (Thursday, 11-14-02) 
        Fee Payment: Met yesterday (11-20) Shopping Cart payment is set up!  Using billing address of credit 
card an issues for some—they did not have this so this function was turned off—however this causes the U to 
pay more for the processing. 
        CAPP: No report. 
        Security: No report. 
        Housing: Looking at 3rd party software (UAF) to manage residence life. 
        Transfer: Process in question (?) (UAA is pretty short (ED NOTE: Pretty cryptic--I apologize—this is what I 
get for not putting these in the computer as soon as the meeting is over!) 
        Financial Aid: Evisions—There is a product called FormFusion from Evisions that the FA group is looking 
into to will allow UA to send very professional looking 
correspondence to students.  There will be a webcast demo of the product on December 13th at 1:00.  
Locations at each campus for attending this will be announced. 
 
Esign—They are looking at options for electronic signature certification that will not only serve the needs of the 
Financial Aid office, but will be the option that will work for other UA user groups for future implementations. 
 
        Clone: LRGP re-fresh schedule—tech services is requesting that if a conflict (i.e. an upgrade at the same 
time) arises with the re-fresh schedule—that we do not re-schedule the re-fresh and instead wait for the next 
scheduled re-fresh date.  (9220 is the Clone). 
 
Requests: 
 
Carolyn's Req Problem - short courses with the same #. 
A better route to go would be to have a report of who is enrolled. UAA - students enroll in 2-3 courses right now 
to place-hold, so that they can choose later which section they want to be in.  UAA doesn't currently use wait 
list.  UAS - uses wait list, and doesn't have a problem with students in duplicate sections. End plan - go with 
the report.  This project will be looked at by the Reg work team. 
 
Tamara's Req: 
 



This is an issue that impacts Fairbanks only and should be addressed 
with Ron and/or Claudia. 
 
Batch Processing (Colleen/JJ): 
 
Changes to the PTU (part of term update) process SCT - no problem to change part of term and on student 
Colleen will get change req out and will talk w/ Ron  
 
JJ:  Upgrade went in—a very LARGE upgrade (another Faculty/Student upgrades arriving at the end of 
November). 
 
SPAINTL no longer updateable 
GOAINTL the new form 
 
Web for student/web for faculty  did not change; however there is now a site map and a search capabilities 
with Banner on-line (try it!) 
 
Many things LANGUISHING in Prep—please check them out! 
 
System down time:  Web/VR will be down on 11/24; because of HR end of year processing, the upgrade date 
for Prep has been moved from 12/13 to 12/17—the PROD date has NOT changed. 
 
 

 Written (e-mail) team reports - December 05, 2002 
 
 Sevis trng - 11-21-02 

 
 New Homepage for UAonline—when can we do this? 

 
 SSN to Random ID 

 
In anticipation of moving off of the SSN to a random ID, JJ has written a process that will populate SSN with 
valid ID numbers—if the SSN field is NULL or NOT numeric or begins with 999.  Also, the ID must be 9 
characters (all numeric) AND does not begin with 8 or 9.  
 
Keeping the SSN as previous ID is something that UA should do (this would allow students to use their SSN 
even is we went to the random ID). 
 
Keep students (and UA community) informed of the process. 
 

 Campus Pipeline/ Luminous Demo in Anchorage: a customized portal—each USER defines what they 
wish to have in their portal.  Campus Pipeline is owned by SCT—already integrated with Banner. Not 
very well attended by the functional folks.  Chief Enrollment Officers at each MAU where given very 
specific information about the demonstration. 

 
 Identify a student project for BPA and Workflow: 

 
 Alert to students who drop below: 12 credits; 9 credits 

 
 Total withdrawal process at UAF 

 
 Transcript Evaluations 

 
Other possibilities: petition process, admissions. 
Ron suggested we use SCT’s expertise and BPA a more complex process.  Colleen suggested the 
alternate: use a process that is relatively simple and use that as the workflow.. 



 
 AnnT: Transcript Express update: getting close!  Ordering by phone is available.  Still an issue with ER 

phone and Contact phone.  URL:  www.gettranscript.com 
 Phone #: 800-730-8490 
 Test SSN: 574748490 (there is a hold on this student) 
 Fulfillment files: whom should these go to at your campus? 

 
End 

 
 
 
 

http://www.gettranscript.com/
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